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Abstract—We present a high-speed wide-range parallel counter
that achieves high operating frequencies through a novel pipeline
partitioning methodology (a counting path and state look-ahead
path), using only three simple repeated CMOS-logic module types:
an initial module generates anticipated counting states for higher
significant bit modules through the state look-ahead path, simple
D-type flip-flops, and 2-bit counters. The state look-ahead path pre-
pares the counting path’s next counter state prior to the clock edge
such that the clock edge triggers all modules simultaneously, thus
concurrently updating the count state with a uniform delay at all
counting path modules/stages with respect to the clock edge. The
structure is scalable to arbitrary -bit counter widths (2-to-�
range) using only the three module types and no fan-in or fan-out
increase. The counter’s delay is comprised of the initial module ac-
cess time (a simple 2-bit counting stage), one three-input AND-gate
delay, and a D-type flip-flop setup-hold time. We implemented our
proposed counter using a 0.15- m TSMC digital cell library and
verified maximum operating speeds of 2 and 1.8 GHz for 8- and
17-bit counters, respectively. Finally, the area of a sample 8-bit
counter was 78 125 m� (510 transistors) and consumed 13.89 mW
at 2 GHz.

Index Terms—Architecture design, high-performance counter
design, parallel counter design, pipeline counter design.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

C OUNTERS are widely considered as essential building
blocks for a variety of circuit operations [1], [8], [24],

[25], [27], [42] such as programmable frequency dividers,
shifters, code generators, memory select management, and
various arithmetic operations. Since many applications are
comprised of these fundamental operations, much research
focuses on efficient counter architecture design. Counter ar-
chitecture design methodologies explore tradeoffs between
operating frequency, power consumption, area requirements,
and target application specialization.

Early design methodologies [7] improved counter operating
frequency by partitioning large counters into multiple smaller
counting modules, such that modules of higher significance
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(containing higher significant bits) were enabled when all
bits in all modules of lower significance (containing lower
significant bits) saturate. Initializations and propagation delays
such as register load time, AND logic chain decoding, and the
half incrementer component delays in half adders dictated
operating frequency. Subsequent methodologies [22], [35]
improved counter operating frequency using half adders in the
parallel counting modules that enabled carry signals generated
at counting modules of lower significance to serve as the count
enable for counting modules of higher significance, essentially
implementing a carry chain from modules of lower significance
to modules of higher significance. The carry chain cascaded
synchronously through intermediate D-type flip-flops (DFFs).
The maximum operating frequency was limited by the half
adder module delay, DFF access time, and the detector logic
delay. Since the module outputs did not directly represent count
state, the detector logic further decoded the module outputs
to the outputted count state value. Further enhancements [41]
improved operating frequency using multiple parallel counting
modules separated by DFFs in a pipelined structure. The
counting modules were composed of an incrementer that was
based on a carry-ripple adder with one input hardcoded to “1”
[35]. In this design, counting modules of higher significance
contained more cascaded carry-ripple adders than counting
modules of lower significance. Each counting module’s count
enable signal was the logical AND of the carry signals from
all the previous counting modules (all counting modules of
lower significance), thus prescaling clocked modules of higher
significance using a low frequency signal derived from modules
of lower significance. Due to this prescaling architecture, the
maximum operating frequency was limited by the incrementer,
DFF access time, and the AND gate delay. The AND gate delay
could potentially be large for large sized counters due to large
fan-in and fan-out parasitic components. Design modifications
enhanced AND gate delay, and subsequently operating fre-
quency, by redistributing the AND gates to a smaller fan-in and
fan-out layout separated by latches. However, the drawback
of this redistribution was increased count latency (number of
clock cycles required before the output of the first count value).
In addition, due to the design structure, this counter architecture
inherited an irregular VLSI layout structure and resulted in a
large area overhead.

Hoppe et al. [13] improved counter operating frequency
by incorporating a 2-bit Johnson counter [18] into the initial
counting module (least significant) in a partitioned counter
architecture. However, the increase in operating frequency
was offset by reduced counting capability. In Hoppe’s design,
counting modules of higher significance were constructed
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of standard synchronous counters triggered by the Johnson
counter and additional synchronization logic. However, the
synchronization circuit and initial module still limited the
operating frequency and resulted in reduced applicability.

Kakarountas et al. [17] used a carry look-ahead circuit [11]
to replace the carry chain. The carry look-ahead circuit used a
prescaler technique with systolic 4-bit counter modules [which
used T-type flip-flops (TFFs)], with the cost of an extra detector
circuit. The detector circuit detected the assertion of lower order
bits to enable counting in the higher order bits. To further im-
prove operating frequency, Kakarountas’s design used DFFs be-
tween systolic counter modules. The clock period was bounded
by the delay of two input gates in addition to the TFF access and
setup-hold time. Large counter widths incurred an additional
three input logic gate delay. However, since the counter design
was limited by control signal broadcasting, Kakarountas’s de-
sign was not practical for large counter widths even though the
Xilinx Data Book [37] shows that several counter designs with
the highest operating frequencies use prescaler techniques.

In order to create a more efficient architecture for large
counter widths and more amenability to a wider application
range, counter architectures, such as up/down counters [30],
[32], added extra (redundant) registers (while still using parti-
tioned counter modules [7], [35]) to store the previous counter
state during a counter state transition (counter increment). Thus,
when the counting direction changed (from up to down or down
to up), the contents of these count state registers determine the
next counter state.

Jones et al. [16] designed a counter specialized for applica-
tions with fast arithmetic operations [12], [28] using a half/full
adder prefix structure. This prefix structure partially alleviated
the cascading adder carry chain delay at the expense of a large
area overhead. However, prefix structures are not practical for
large counter widths due to an increase in the number of inputs,
resulting in a large number of wide adders with large delays.

Several modern counter designs are well suited to applications
with various arithmetic operations, such as systolic counters and
population counters. Systolic counters [26], [31] have high oper-
ating frequencies at the expense of representing the count value
using two redundant binary numbers, which results in a large area
overhead for state decoding. Population counters [19], [21], [36]
and counting responders [10] provide high operating frequencies
using the relationship between counter inputs and outputs based
on listing all input bits (input vector length). Literature reports
population counters as capacitive thresholds-logic gates [19],
cascading trees of full/half adders [36], or a shift switch logic
structure using an output decoding methodology [21]. Other
modern counter designs target particular applications (such as
combinatorial optimizations and image processing) using the “
choose ” counter ( -counter) [14]. However, a logarithmic
shift operation delay limits this counter design’s applicability
to only small and values. (A thorough literature review of
large parallel counter designs can be found in [33].) Finally,
alternative counter designs increase counter operating frequency
using ratioed logic dynamic DFFs [6], [38], [39], but however
these designs tended to have large area overheads making them
not ideal for continued CMOS technology scaling.

In order to reduce high counter power consumption, Alioto
et al. [2] presented a low power counter design with a relatively
high operating frequency. Alioto’s design was based on cas-
cading an analog block (these analog blocks were structured
using MOS current-mode logic to represent an analog divider
stage) such that each counting stage’s (module’s) input fre-
quency was halved compared to the previous counting stage
(module). However, Alioto’s counter design’s carry chain
rippled through all counting stages, resulting in a total critical
path delay equal to the sum of all counting stage delays. Sub-
sequently, Alioto’s design was not well suited for large counter
widths because the carry chain limited operating frequency
even though the carry chain voltage was not rail-to-rail. In
addition, the counter circuit’s continuous standby current re-
quired a device shutdown mechanism in order to regulate power
consumption. Furthermore, the counter circuit’s active margin
was bounded by 1/3 of the supply voltage, which resulted in
high design costs with current CMOS technologies that usually
inherit low supply voltages.

In this paper, we improve counter operating frequency using
a novel parallel counting architecture in conjunction with a
state look-ahead path and pipelining to eliminate the carry
chain delay and reduce AND gate fan-in and fan-out. The state
look-ahead path bridges the anticipated overflow states to
the counting modules, which are exploited in the counting
path. The counting modules are partitioned into smaller 2-bit
counting modules separated by pipelined DFF latches. The
state look-ahead path is partitioned using the same pipelined
alignment paradigm as the counting path and thereby provides
the correct anticipated overflow states for all counting stages.
Subsequently, all counting states and all pipelined DFFs (in
both paths) are triggered concurrently on the clock edge,
enabling the count state in modules of higher significance to
be anticipated by the count state in modules of lower signif-
icance. This cooperation between the counting path and state
look-ahead paths enables every counting module (both low and
high significance) to be triggered concurrently on the clock
edge without any rippling effect.

The main contributions of our proposed parallel counter are
as follows.

1) A single clock input triggers all counting modules simul-
taneously, resulting in an operating frequency independent
of counter width (assuming ideal parasitic capacitance on
the clock wire path, without loss of generality). The total
critical path delay (regardless of counter width) is uniform
at all counting stages and is equal to the combination of the
access time of a 2-bit counting module, a single three-input
AND gate delay, and the DFF setup-hold time.

2) Our parallel counter architecture leverages modularity,
which enables high flexibility and reusability, and thus
enables short design time for wide counter applications.
The architecture is composed of three basic module types
separated by DFFs in a pipelined organization. These three
module types are placed in a highly repetitious structure
in both the counting path and the state look-ahead paths,
which limits localized connections to only three signals
(thus, fan-in and fan-out ).
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Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of our proposed 8-bit parallel counter with
state look-ahead logic and counting logic. The state look-ahead logic consists
of all logic encompassed by the dashed box and the counting logic consists of
all other logic (not encompassed by the dashed box).

3) The counter output is in radix-2 representation so the
count value can be read on-the-fly with no additional logic
decoding.

4) Unlike previous parallel counter designs that have count
latencies of two or three cycles, depending on the counter
width, our parallel counter has no count latency, which en-
ables the count value to be read on-the-fly.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses our proposed parallel counter circuit based
on a CMOS implementation scheme. Section III provides
timing analysis and related formulas. Section IV presents
simulation results for our counter synthesized to an Altera
field-programmable gate-array (FPGA) device as well as a
post layout net-list using the HSPICE simulator. Finally, we
conclude and provide future directions in Section V.

II. PARRALLEL COUNTER ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 depicts our proposed parallel counter architecture for
a sample 8-bit counter. The main structure consists of the state
look-ahead path (all logic encompassed by the dashed box)
and the counting path (all logic not encompassed by the dashed
box). We construct our counter as a single mode counter, which
sequences through a fixed set of preassigned count states, of
which each next count state represents the next counter value
in sequence. The counter is partitioned into uniform 2-bit
synchronous up counting modules. Next state transitions in
counting modules of higher significance are enabled on the
clock cycle preceding the state transition using stimulus from
the state look-ahead path. Therefore, all counting modules
concurrently transition to their next states at the rising clock
edge (CLKIN).

In this section, we describe the architecture and functionality
of our parallel counter, the derivation of each counter state equa-
tion, and area analysis.

A. Architectural Functionality

The counting path’s counting logic controls counting oper-
ations and the state look-ahead path’s state look-ahead logic
anticipates future states and thus prepares the counting path
for these future states. Fig. 1 shows the three module types

Fig. 2. Module-1 (a) hardware schematic and (b) state diagram. Note that the
1 in ���� denotes that this is the ��� for module-1.

(module-1, module-2, and module-3 , where ,
etc. (increasing from left to right) and represents the position
of module-3) used to construct both paths. Module-1 and
module-3 are exclusive to the counting path and each module
represents two counter bits. Module-2 is a conventional positive
edge triggered DFF and is present in both paths. In the counting
path, each module-3 is preceded by an associated module-2.
Module-3 ’s serve two main purposes. Their first purpose
is to generate all counter bits associated with their ordered
position and the second purpose is to enable (in conjunction
with stimulus from the state look-ahead path) future states in
subsequent module-3 ’s (higher values) in conjunction with
stimulus from the state look-ahead path.

1) Counting Path: Module-1 is a standard parallel syn-
chronous binary 2-bit counter, which is responsible for
low-order bit counting and generating future states for all
module-3 ’s in the counting path by pipelining the enable
for these future states through the state look-ahead path. Fig. 2
depicts the (a) hardware schematic and (b) state diagram
for module-1. Module-1 outputs (the counter’s two
low-order bits) and (the 1 in
denotes that this is the for module-1). connects
to the module-2’s input.

The placement of module-2s in the counting path is critical to
the novelty of our counter structure. Module-2s in the counting
path act as a pipeline between the module-1 and module-3 1
and between subsequent module- s (see Fig. 1). Module-2
placement (coupled with state look-ahead logic described
in Section II-A2) increases counter operating frequency by
eliminating the lengthy AND-gate rippling and large AND gate
fan-in and fan-out typically present in large width parallel
counters. Thus, instead of the modules of higher significance
requiring the ANDing of all enable signals from modules of
lower significance, modules of higher significance (module-3

s in our design) are simply enabled by the module-3 ’s pre-
ceding module-2 and state look-ahead logic. Since the coupling
of module-2 with module-3 1 introduces an extra cycle delay
before module-3 1 is enabled, module-2’s is triggered
when the module-1’s count (note that this is only
the case for the left most module-2 in the counting path in
Fig. 1, as subsequent module-2s require state look-ahead logic
as well). Thus, the module-2s in the counting path provide
a 1-cycle look-ahead mechanism for triggering the module-3
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Fig. 3. Module-3� (a) hardware schematic and (b) state diagram. Note that the
3 in ���� denotes that this is the ��� for module-3.

’s, enabling the module-2s to maintain a constant delay for
all stages and all module-3 ’s to count in parallel at the rising
clock edge instead of waiting for the overflow rippling in a
standard ripple counter.

Fig. 3 depicts the (a) hardware schematic and (b) state dia-
gram for module-3 . Module-3 is a parallel synchronous bi-
nary 2-bit counter whose count is enabled by . con-
nects to the output of the preceding module-2. Module-3
outputs (which connect to the appropriate count output
bits and as shown in Fig. 1) and

C (the 3 in denotes that this is
the for module-3 ). The state look-ahead logic provides
the input (details discussed in Section II-A2). con-
nects to the subsequent module-2’s input and provides the
one-cycle look ahead mechanism.

2) State Look-Ahead Path: The state look-ahead path op-
erates similarly to a carry look-ahead adder in that it decodes
the low-order count states and carries this decoding over sev-
eral clock cycles in order to trigger high-order count states. The
state look-ahead logic is principally equivalent to the one-cycle
look-ahead mechanism in the counting path. For example, in
a 4-bit counter constructed of two 2-bit counting modules, the
counting path’s module-2 decodes the low-order state

and carries this decoding across one clock cycle and enables
at module-3 1 (see Fig. 1) on the next rising clock

edge. This operation is equivalent to decoding
and enabling on the next immediate rising clock
edge. The state look-ahead logic expands this principle to an

-cycle look-ahead mechanism. For example, in a traditional
6-bit ripple counter constructed of three 2-bit counting mod-
ules, the enabling of bits happens only after decoding the
overflow at to enable and decoding the overflow
at to enable . However, combining the one cycle
look-ahead mechanism in the counting path for
and a two-cycle look-ahead mechanism for from
can enable ( is pipelined across two cycles
and is pipelined across one cycle, thus enabling

at the next rising clock edge (further details will be dis-
cussed in Section II-C). Thus, enabling the next state’s high-

Fig. 4. Generalized counter topology for an� -bit counter showing state look-
ahead path details.

order bits depends on early overflow pipelining across clock cy-
cles through the module-2s in the state look-ahead path. This
state look-ahead logic organization and operation avoids the use
of an overhead delay detector circuit that decodes the low order
modules to generate the enable signals for higher order mod-
ules, and enables all modules to be triggered concurrently on the
clock edge, thus avoiding rippling and long frequency delay.

Fig. 4 depicts a generalized -bit counter topology, re-
vealing state look-ahead path details. Module-2s in the state
look-ahead logic are responsible for propagating (pipelining)
the early overflow detection to the appropriate module-3

. Early overflow is initiated by the module-1 through the
left-most column of decoders (state-2, state-3, etc.). The
output of the right-most module-2 ( , etc.) in each
early overflow pipelining chain is connected to the input
of the appropriate module-3 . The module-3 ’s output

(note and refer
to the two counting bits stored internally at each module-3
and do not refer to and of the outputted count value),
signaling that not only has that module-3 overflowed, but all
modules preceding that module-3 have also overflowed, thus
enabling the count in the subsequent module-3 .

Each module-2s early overflow pipelining chain is preceded
by a small logic block (State-X), which decodes the appro-
priate value for early overflow pipelining. denotes
the number of clock cycles that the early overflow pipelining
must carry through. For example, State-3 means that the early
overflow signal must carry through two clock cycles, and thus
enable the appropriate module-3 on the third clock cycle.
Each State- block consists of simple two-input AND logic that
decodes the module-1’s output. Fig. 1 shows the internal
logic for State-2 and State-3 as and , respectively,
and whose outputs and (see Fig. 1), respectively,
are connected to the appropriate module-2s input, thus
starting the early overflow pipelining exactly clock cycles
before the overflow must be detected to enable counting in a
module-3 . Note that module-1 and module-3 may be of
arbitrary bit width, and thus the same look-ahead principle
would equally apply.
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B. Derivation of Counter State Equations

In this subsection, we present the derivation of each counter
state equation based on the early overflow pipelining equation
(which preceding bit values are necessary to enable a subse-
quent counter bit to change). As an example, we derive the
counter state equations for the sample 8-bit counter presented
in Fig. 1. We denote a past counter state using lower case

and the next counter state using upper case
. Thus, the counter state equation

necessary to enable will contain Conse-
quently, at module-3 1 is enabled by the past state
from module-1, which carries through one clock cycle in the
counting path’s module-2, and enables module-3 1 on the next
rising clock edge (the one-cycle look-ahead mechanism defined
in Section II-A1).

The 4-bit counter state equation (counter state outputs of
module-1 and module-3 1 in Fig. 1) can be expressed as

Pipelined (1)

where Pipelined denotes that the past bit values represented
by must be pipelined across one clock cycle. This notation
may be recursively applied such that Pipelined (Pipelined )
would pipeline across two clock cycles, and so forth. Conse-
quently, the 6-bit counter state equation (counter state outputs
of module-1, module-3 1, and module-3 2 in Fig. 1) can be ex-
pressed as

Pipelined

Pipelined (2)

The complete 8-bit counter state equation (counter state out-
puts of module-1, module-3 1, module-3 2, and module-3 3 in
Fig. 1) can be expressed as:

(3)

For (1), the past state is pipelined using the one-cycle
look-ahead mechanism provided by the left-most module-2 in
the counting path. For (2) and (3), the state look-ahead path
provides the past states and through early overflow
pipelining. Table I depicts all relevant intermediate signal values
for the four least significant bits of the 8-bit counter in Fig. 1.

C. Counter Area Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the area overhead of our
parallel counter architecture based on the number of internal
components (which can easily be translated to gate counts).
Module-1 is a 2-bit counter that provides a set of early overflow
states to enable future states. In general, if module-1 is an

-bit counter, one early overflow state inputs into the counting
path and the remainder of the early overflow states input into
the state look-ahead path. Therefore, the total number of early
overflow states (EO) generated by module-1 is

(4)

TABLE I
RELEVANT INTERMEDIATE SIGNAL (SEE FIG. 1) VALUES FOR

COUNTER STATES 0–15

and the number of early overflow components (denoted as
state- in Fig. 4) required to propagate early
overflow states in the state look-ahead path is

(5)

In order to generalize a skeleton structure to apply to variable
counter widths, we consider the number of module-2s associ-
ated with each module-3 (one vertical column of module-2s
for every module-3 in Fig. 4). One module-2 is in the counting
path while the remainder of the module-2s are in the state look-
ahead path. The number of module-2s in the vertical column
state look-ahead path is

(6)

where denotes module-3 ’s horizontal position.
Thus, the total number of module-2s in each vertical column

(including both the counting and state look-ahead
paths) is

(7)

Using (4), the maximum allowable counter size (CS) is

(8)

Using (8), the required number of module-3 ’s in the
counting path , which is equal to the number of
module-2s in the counting path is

(9)
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF COMPONENTS AND TOTAL COUNTER RANGE FOR SAMPLE

COUNTERS WITH RESPECT TO THE MODULE-1 SIZE IN BITS

Furthermore, the total number of module-2s in the state look-
ahead path is

(10)

and, the total number of module-2s in the entire counter archi-
tecture is

(11)

The total number of AND logic in the state look-ahead path
(AND SLP) is

(12)

Table II depicts component counts for various counter sizes
based on the module-1 size in number of bits .

III. TIMING ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide timing analysis for our parallel
counter. We present detailed operational timing for a sample
counting sequence, followed by clock period analysis.

A. Timing Diagram

Fig. 5 depicts the timing diagram for the sample 8-bit counter
in Fig. 1, showing all related events, which occur for a start
count state of 101000 (i.e., and

) and seven subsequent counts ending in a count
state of 101111 (i.e., and

). In this example, we begin the counter at a state such
that subsequent count increments affect most of the modules in
Fig. 1, but yet the required explanation is manageable (note that
since do not change in this example and modules associ-
ated with those bits will not change, these signals are not shown
in the timing diagram). Table III summarizes symbol notation
definitions. Without loss of generality we assume all modules
have an equal access time , logic AND gates have a unit delay
of , and all DFFs are positive-edge triggered. In each cycle,
we do not mention every signal event, only those relevant to the
progression of the example.

After CLKIN’s rising edge in clock cycle 1, the count state
updates to 101001 after a delay of (module-1’s ).
The change to triggers the two-input AND gates in the state

Fig. 5. Timing diagram for the 8-bit counter in Fig. 1 starting with an initial
count value of 101000 and operating for seven subsequent count operations.
Clock cycle counts are denoted along the top of the timing diagram.

TABLE III
SYMBOL NOTATION DEFINITIONS FOR THE TIMING DIAGRAM IN FIG. 5

look-ahead path, and sets the early overflow detection signals
and after a delay of .

After CLKIN’s rising edge in clock cycle 2, the count state
updates to 101010 after a delay of (module-1’s

). The change state triggers module-1’s internal two-
input AND gate (see Fig. 2) with a delay of
resulting in (where refers
to the input of the module-2 to left of module-1). Concurrently,
in the state look-ahead path, after a delay of thus
pipelining the early overflow detection signal from in
the previous clock cycle, while after a delay of
due to module-1’s state change. All subsequent module-3 ’s

outputs remain constant.
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After CLKIN’s rising edge in clock cycle 3, the count state
updates to 101011 (module-1’s ) and
(due to pipelining the early overflow signal

) after a delay of . Concurrently,
triggers after a delay of and (due to
pipelining the early overflow signal ) after a delay of

. All subsequent module-3 ’s outputs still remain
constant.

Clock cycle four reveals the counter’s novel parallel updating
mechanism. After the rising clock edge in cycle four, the count
state updates to through simulta-
neous updates of at module-1 and module-3 1 after
a delay of . These updates occur simultaneously (instead
of waiting for the overflow pipelining inherent in ripple-style
counters) because in the previous clock cycle (due to
the one-cycle look-ahead mechanism). Concurrently,
resets due to pipelining in clock cycle three and

holds because although . Mean-
while, the state look-ahead signal triggers after a
delay of , while all other signals

hold. All subsequent module-3 ’s
outputs still remain constant.

After CLKIN’s rising edge in clock cycle five, the count state
updates to after a delay of , thus triggering

and after a delay of . pipelines
the early overflow detection signal after a delay of

, thus triggering after a delay of since
. still holds, but will trigger on the next

clock cycle (clock cycle six) because their input module-2s store
1 during this clock cycle. Again, all subsequent module-3 ’s

outputs still remain constant as well as module-3 1.
After CLKIN’s rising edge in clock cycle six, the count

state updates to after a delay of and
after a delay of . Concurrently, the state look-ahead

path pipelines and after a delay of ,
thus triggering after a delay of (consisting of the

access time and the module-3’s internal AND gate delay
since were already high in this cycle as well as the
previous cycle).

Consequently, a similar sequence repeats through the re-
maining clock cycles, with the key feature being counter state
anticipation (parallel count operation) by pipelining early over-
flow detection through state look-ahead logic and the counting
path, thus triggering all modules concurrently and avoiding rip-
pling and high fan-in logic gates for detecting the next counter
state. These mechanisms enable all modules to maintain the
same gate delay (unit delay) regardless of counter width.

B. Clock Period Analysis

Using the timing diagram depicted in Fig. 5, we first derive
the clock period for an 8-bit counter based on the signal
propagation through modules and AND gate logic, and subse-
quently generalize the derivation for an -bit counter.
must be greater than both the counting and the state look-ahead
path’s delay (see Table III for symbol notation definitions)

(13)

Fig. 6. Simulation waveforms for a synthesized HDL representation of our
8-bit parallel counter operating on an Altera MAX300A device. The clock
(SCLK) frequency is 250 MHz and � � 3.3 V.

where (13) is the delay between a module-3 and a subsequent
module-2. In addition, (13) can be represented as logic gate de-
lays in order to avoid technology dependent factors, such that

(14)

resulting in

(15)

for the 8-bit counter in Fig. 1. Even though further speed
enhancements are possible using various advanced design
techniques for the module-1 and module-3S [9], [20], [27],
[40], the purpose of this paper is to emphasize the architecture
and parallel operation rather than improving individual com-
ponents using high cost technology and special circuit design
techniques. These improvements are orthogonal to our work.

In order to derive the clock period for larger counter widths,
the access time in module-1 becomes the worst-case delay
since larger module-1s generate more early overflow states as
depicted in (4). Hence, for a 3-bit module-1 (17-bit maximum
counter width), the module-1 delay becomes approximately
equal to the module-3 delay and, thus, implying no further
delay than (13). For a 4-bit module-1 (34-bit maximum counter
width), module-1 becomes the critical path such that

(16)

since the remainder of the modules (module-2s and module-3
s), as well as the three-input AND gates, do not change (demon-
strated in Fig. 4). The key emphasis of (16) is that the delay is
bounded by module-1 for counter widths greater than 17-bits. In
general, for very large counter widths (module-1s greater than
4-bits) further enhancements can be made using our topology
as a sub-topology of a complete structure. We can further gen-
eralize the clock period of our proposed counter based on an

-bit module-1 and counter width derived in (8)

(17)
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On the other hand, also has a secondary constraint
due to the clock path’s wire parasitic load since the clock drives
all modules in the structure simultaneously, which may be alle-
viated by using clock distributing and buffering approaches [4],
[5] with an efficient layout implementation.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present synthesis and simulation results for the 8-bit par-
allel counter in Fig. 1. We provide both functional verification
using a synthesized HDL representation and performance veri-
fication using an HSPICE simulation of our parallel counter.

A. Functional Verification

In order to illustrate our counter’s parallel counting ability,
Fig. 6 depicts the simulation waveforms for the top-level de-
sign outputs (counter value ) for sev-
eral count iterations. We synthesized the HDL using Quartus-II
for an Altera MAX3000A FPGA device [3] running at 250 MHz
(as we are presenting functional verification only, no optimiza-
tions were performed to increase operating frequency, and thus
250 MHz does not reflect the maximum operating frequency).
The vertical axis shows traced logic values, while the horizontal
time scale is represented in nanoseconds. All signal traces re-
flect the block diagram in Fig. 1 and follow precise counter
timing, for example , and

. In addition, it should be noted that all
changes show similar timing delay with respect to CLKIN, ex-
emplifying the key novel parallel counting feature of our design.

As reported by the Altera Quartus power analysis tools [3],
the parallel counter has an average power dissipation of 5.41
mW. When synthesized using two-input NAND gates, the 8-bit
parallel counter required a total of 235 gates, which consisted
of 23 gates for the module-1, 9 gates for each module-2, and
30 gates for each module-3 , as well as 8 output buffers and 2
input buffers for the clock and reset signals.

B. Performance Verification

To layout our parallel counter, we used Berkley’s Magic cir-
cuit layout tool [5]. We generated the HSPICE net-list from the
Magic layout using resistance-capacitance parasitic extraction
and performed performance verification using HSPICE 0.15-
m TSMC n-well CMOS technology [34] operating at 1.35 V
and 125 C, which provides worst case corner delays [15], [29]).
Fig. 7 depicts the HSPICE simulation waveform captured using
the Mentor Graphics Powertrain waveform viewer [23]. The
HSPICE simulation achieved a maximum operating frequency
of 2 GHz for our 8-bit parallel counter with a safe slew rate
rise/fall margin of 0.2 ns/v.

Fig. 8 depicts worst-case maximum clock frequency verses
counter width in bits. Overall, the clock frequency decreases at
a steady rate of for increased counter widths ranging
from 8 to 16 bits and 17 to 34 bits. This decrease reflects the
increasing cost of parasitic components on the system clock
(CLKIN) and not additional gate delays [(4) and (5) show that
as the counter width increases between these two ranges, the
number of components does not increase]. Subsequently, oper-
ating frequency is secondarily affected by clock path parasitic
load, and minimizing this load using a clock tree and precise

Fig. 7. HSPICE waveforms for our 8-bit parallel counter (��� � 2 GHz,
� � 1.65 V) using TCMC 0.15-�m technology. The horizontal scale is in
nanoseconds and the vertical scale is in volts.

Fig. 8. Worst-case maximum clock frequency verses counter width (size) in
bits.

layout could increase operating frequency. On the other hand, a
larger decrease in clock frequency occurs at counter widths of
8, 17, and 35 bits, which correspond to the increase in module-1
size to accommodate larger counter widths [(4) analyzes the
increase in early overflow states generated and (17) analyzes
the increased gate delay, which amounts to one early overflow
state and one extra gate delay per increase in module-1 size,
respectively].

Fig. 9 depicts worst-case total power consumption (static and
dynamic) verses varying clock frequencies for our 8-bit parallel
counter. We measure power consumption by setting the power
supply voltage to 1.65 V at 0 C for worst-case process corner
[3], [15], [29], [34]. At clock frequencies of 2 GHz, 1 GHz, and
200 MHz, the parallel counter consumes 13.89, 5.78, and 1.872
mW, respectively. Overall, power consumption increases at a
moderate linear rate of 7.3 W/MHz with respect to increasing
clock frequencies. The power consumption is primarily domi-
nated by the module’s dynamic switching activity and local in-
terconnects on all modules (which is at most a three input logic
fan-in and one output logic fan-out with the exception of the
system clock). The transistor size is optimized for high perfor-
mance operation and low power by limiting the transistor width
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Fig. 9. Counter power consumption verses varying clock frequencies for our
8-bit parallel counter.

TABLE IV
TOTAL AND COMPONENT TRANSISTOR REQUIREMENTS

FOR THE 8-BIT COUNTER

to 5 m and the channel length to 0.15 m, with the exception
of clock buffer transistors, which are approximately 15 m in
width and 0.15 m in length. Thus, minimizing the dynamic
switching activity and preserving the static leakage power to on
the order of nano-Watts.

Table IV summarizes the total number of components and
transistors required per component for our 8-bit counter based
on the component design modules depicted in Figs. 2 and 3
using CMOS transistor design structures. Module-1, module-2,
and module-3 components require 70, 90, and 24 transistors, re-
spectively. The complete 8-bit counter requires only 510 tran-
sistors, which equals approximately 78 125 m of silicon die
area.

Fig. 10 depicts total transistor count verses counter width
in bits for particular counter ranges (trans count per ranges)
and per 2-bit increments in counter width (trans count per
2-bits). Transistor requirements increase by approximately
3 for each counter range increase (a subsequent increase in
module-1 width). For counters widths ranging from 1 to 8 bits,
9 to 17 bits, 18 to 34 bits, and 35 to 67 bits, the parallel counter
requires 510, 1 555, 5 206, and 18 584 transistors, respectively.
Analyzed as transistor increase per 2-bit increments in counter
width reveals a modest linear increase of approximately 1.2
per 2-bits.

Fig. 10. Total CMOS transistor count verses counter bit size.

C. Comparison Results

Table V compares our parallel counter to counter designs by
Alioto et al. [2] (results reported as published), Kakarountas
et al. [17] (results reported as published), and Yeh et al. [41]
(we designed and simulated Yeh’s design using 0.15 m to ob-
tain these results) in terms of power consumption in milliwatts,
maximum clock frequency in gigahertz, and area requirements
in number of transistors for an 8-bit counter. In Alioto’s de-
sign, the number of cascading stages limits the maximum clock
frequency and the biasing current is a factor in the maximum
power consumption. These stages [2] were designed using a dif-
ferential pair of MOS current-mode logic with level shifters,
where the propagated voltage swings between stages ranged
from (Vdd-Vth) to Vth. Alioto’s design is not amenable to VLSI
implementation and continued technology scaling since the op-
erating margin is 1/3 . Additionally, even though Alioto’s
design has low power consumption, the design requires a shut-
down power source due to the continuous standby current drawn
at every stage’s biasing circuitry and level shifters, thus con-
suming large leakage power. Table V shows that even though
Alioto’s design consumes less power and requires fewer tran-
sistors than our parallel counter, the maximum clock frequency
is only 500 MHz.

Kakarountas et al. [17] proposed a parallel counter structure
divided into segments of 4-bit systolic counters consisting of
a cascaded series of T-type flip-flops (TFFs). The estimated
clock frequency was reported as

, where , and are the delays of a
three-input AND gate, a two input AND gate, and TFF access
time, respectively. However, the setup-hold times and the XOR

gates for the TFFs should also be considered in the attainable
clock frequency. Consequently, Kakarountas’s design reduced
the counter delay by using more DFFs inserted between sys-
tolic counter segments at the cost of more cascaded logic to de-
tect the write sequence and reload values to the most-signifi-
cant bits. These additions make Karakountas’s design unattrac-
tive for wide-range counters due to increases in the chain of
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF OUR PROPOSED PARALLEL COUNTER WITH PREVIOUS WORK BY ALIOTO ET AL. [2], KAKAROUNTAS ET AL. [17], AND YEH ET AL. [41]

cascaded detected logic gates. Kakarountas et al. [17] reported
controversial results when for counter widths of 32-bits and
larger. Furthermore, the counter output was not in radix-2 binary
format, thus requiring further processing of the counter output
and increasing the counter delay.

Yeh et al. [41] presented a parallel counter with a carry-select
structure and a half-adder component associated with every DFF
in order to generate the appropriate anticipated states by a factor
of approximately 2. Yeh’s design structure was divided into ir-
regular sections that required different partitions for different
counter sizes and more bits were associated with partitions of
higher significance. The maximum clock frequency was limited
by the half-adder delay, the chain of large fan-in AND gates, and
the time required to load the DFFs. The design used a long chain
of AND gates in order to detect the anticipated states for the par-
titions of lower significance, which made the design irregular
and less attractive for wide-range counters. Consequently, the
structure was enhanced by inserting DFFs in the AND chain in
order to alleviate the long delay required for wide-range coun-
ters, with the side effect of the count being read after a two or
three cycle delay (depending on the counter length), instead of
a one cycle delay as in classical counter designs.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a scalable high-speed parallel
counter using digital CMOS gate logic components. Our
counter design logic is comprised of only 2-bit counting mod-
ules and three-input AND gates. The counter structure’s main
features are a pipelined paradigm and state look-ahead path
logic whose interoperation activates all modules concurrently at
the system’s clock edge, thus providing all counter state values
at the exact same time without rippling affects. In addition, this
structure avoids using a long chain detector circuit typically
required for large counter widths. An initial -bit counting
module pre-scales the counter size and this initial module is
responsible for generating all early overflow states for modules
of higher significance. In addition, this structure uses a regular
VLSI topology, which is attractive for continued technology
scaling due to two repeated module types (module-2s and
module-3s) forming a pattern paradigm and no increase in
fan-in or fan-out as the counter width increases, resulting in a
uniform frequency delay that is attractive for parallel designs.
Consequently, the counter frequency is greatly improved by

reducing the gate count on all timing paths to two gates using
advanced circuit design techniques. However, extra precautions
must be considered during synthesis or layout implementations
in order to aligned all modules in vertical columns with the
system clock. This layout avoids setup and hold time violations,
which might ultimately be limited by race conditions.

Results reveal that our counter frequency drops at a rate of
(where is the counter width in bits) due to para-

sitic components that inhibit large fan-out of the system clock
path (since all modules operate simultaneously) and the delay
of an initial module that increases in size as the counter width
increases. This logarithmic frequency drop places our design
amongst the fastest counter designs reported in literature, to the
best of our knowledge. Furthermore, area requirements increase
at a modest rate of 1.2 transistors per 2-bit increase in counter
width. Similarly, power consumption increases at a moderate
linear rate of 7.3 W/MHz with respect to each doubling of the
clock frequency. Finally, the counter output is determined di-
rectly on-the-fly with no additional decoding latency necessary
to decode the final output pattern as with most counter designs.
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